Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment

Sites for consideration by the Panel
Schedule One

Central area incorporating Tiverton and the villages of Bampton, Bickleigh,
Blatchworthy, Bradninch, Cadbury, Cadeleigh, Cove, Exebridge, Hele,
Oakford, Shillingford, Silverton and Thorverton

September 2013

A number of updates were made to the SHLAA Site Appraisals documents after they had been put
before the SHLAA panel during meetings in 2013 and 2014. These amendments, though not relevant
to every document, included changes to:
•

Correct inaccuracies within the text

•

Add missing information or to clarify a comment

•

Add updates presented on the day of the panel meeting

•

Include findings of additional desktop research as requested by a panel member

•

Add further comments made by officers as part of the appraisal process
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Tiverton Eastern Urban Extension
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/1-7 “Eastern Urban Extension”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 108.1ha (excludes GI)
Max yield: 3243
Min yield: 1946
Note these are purely theoretical yield figures and do not represent any actual
proposal.
Site description
The site is located on the edge of the settlement of Tiverton and would result in a
large urban extension to the town. It is bounded by Tiverton to the west, the A361 to
the north, the Grand Western Canal to the south and consists mainly of agricultural
land set within a broad valley which extends eastwards from Tiverton. A low hill,
knows as Post Hill, sites in the north of the site, the land falling generally away from
this feature. The area contains pockets of housing and other development, school
playing fields, and a wetland area known as Tidcombe Fen which is also a SSSI. A
network of hedges divides the site into fields in a variety of shapes and sizes.
The site was allocated in 2010 for between 1550-2000 dwellings and 95,000130,000 sqm. employment floor space. There are no existing services or facilities
however there is a local centre proposed within the site. The land rises from the
north to the south and contains some Scheduled Ancient Monuments. There are a
large number of mature hedges acting as boundaries, some of which contain mature
trees. The Employment Land Review (2012) recommended reducing the
employment allocation to 40,000 sqm. A masterplan is in the latter stages of being
prepared, with the final stage of consultation scheduled to begin in October 2013 and
adoption due in January 2014.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
6.91ha of site part of Tidcombe Fen (which forms part of the allocated green
infrastructure within the site). The site contains two listed buildings which are
located towards the south. There is one Long Barrow located in the north of the site
(Scheduled Ancient Monument). The canal is a conservation area, County Wildlife
Site and Local Nature Reserve. No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Mostly Flood zone 1
152.5 (98.3% N)
Flood zone 2 and 3
2.7ha (1.7% S)
A number of small streams running through the site following field boundaries.
The Grand Western Canal runs along the southern boundary of the site.
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
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DCC Archaeology -This site lies in an area of archaeological potential with the HER
recording prehistoric activity here and recent archaeological work has identified
prehistoric activity across the wider landscape. These archaeological investigations
are on-going to inform development proposals here and need to be completed to
support any planning application for development here.
Impact on Biodiversity
A number of important trees are in the centre of the site within the area which is
contaminated. Records of common doormice nests, badger setts, otters and water
voles within the site. There are two small areas of Traditional Orchards Priority
Habitats and a long stretch of Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat along the Grand
Western Canal.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. The
quality of the landscape varies from poor (the 20th century urban development at
Post Hill being a significant visual intrusion), to good, close to the canal on the
southern fringe of the site. The existing areas of urban development and the
relatively gentle slopes within the site mean that there is some capacity to absorb
development without affecting this character. However, Policy AL/TIV/3 notes that
“clearly the development of a site of this scale will have an impact on the character of
the area. The incorporation of appropriate strategic landscaping and tree planting
will act to mitigate this, and should be designed to support high quality green
infrastructure area and wildlife corridors.”
Minerals Resources
No issues.
Air Quality
Policy AL/TIV/5 states that the Eastern Urban Extension will be required to
implement a Carbon Reduction and Low Emission Strategy. Measures to minimise
the overall carbon footprint of the development, make provision for sources of
decentralised on-site renewable or low-carbon energy in accordance with Policy
AL/IN/6 and ensure that the impact of the site on air quality is acceptable, such as:
A. Renewable and low carbon energy generation to provide a significant
proportion of the site’s energy use;
B. Measures to ensure that residents, employees and businesses are
encouraged to travel in the most sustainable fashion, including travel plans,
information, car clubs, lift sharing and infrastructure for low emission vehicles;
C. Measures to encourage the sustainable treatment of waste;
D. Measures to manage the impacts of construction.
E. Off-site tree planting;
F. Energy improvements to existing buildings;
G. Other measures to capture or mitigate carbon emissions and air quality
impacts from the development.
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Access to Public Transport
Policy AL/TIV/2 states that As part of the Eastern Urban Extension, the following
transport infrastructure will be provided;
A. Traffic calming and environmental enhancement of Blundells Road between
Heathcoat Way and Tidcombe Lane, including closure to through-traffic other
than cycles and buses;
B. Provision of bus, pedestrian and cycle routes at appropriate locations
throughout the development, creating an attractive, permeable network for
non-car modes travelling within, into and out of the area;
C. Cycle and pedestrian links to the Railway Walk, Grand Western Canal and
nearby public rights of way;
D. Implementation of Travel Plans and other non-traditional transport measures
to minimise carbon footprint and air quality impacts.
E. Bus service enhancements between the main residential areas of Tiverton
and the employment areas within the Eastern Urban Extension;
F. Bus service enhancements between Exeter, Tiverton Bus Station, the Eastern
Urban Extension and Tiverton Parkway Station;
G. New and improved off-site pedestrian and cycle links including improvements
to a wider green infrastructure network.
Access to services/facilities
Policy AL/TIV/4 states that as part of the Eastern Urban Extension, the following
community infrastructure will be provided:
A. One site of 1.9 hectares for a primary school at no cost to the Local Education
Authority;
B. A site of 2.0 hectares for a shopping and community centre, of which 1.0
hectares will be for community buildings at no cost to the provider.
C. Construction cost for one primary school of 420 places;
D. An appropriate proportion of the construction cost of a secondary school, if
necessary;
E. Construction cost of appropriate community facilities and buildings including
youth and children provision and a community hall.
Land Status
Greenfield
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Unclassified agricultural land

103.97ha (67% NE)
1.4ha (0.9% S)
41.5ha (28.7% SW)
0.8ha (0.5% NW)
7.53ha (4.9% W)

Constraints to Delivery
Contaminated Land - Hospital 1.33ha (0.9% centre of site). The site is constrained
by the access from Post Hill and the provision of infrastructure. There are also
multiple landowners.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
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Open Space and Recreation
Policy AL/TIV/3 states that as part of the Eastern Urban Extension, the following
environmental protection and enhancement measures will
be implemented;
A. Measures to protect and strengthen trees, hedgerows and other
environmental features which contribute to the character and biodiversity,
maintaining a wildlife network within the site and linking to the surrounding
countryside;
B. Transfer of 47 hectares of land on the western and southern edges of the
urban extension (including Tidcombe Lane Fen and its catchment and land
adjoining the Grand Western Canal) for strategic Green Infrastructure;
C. Areas of equipped and laid out public open space, totalling 2 hectares of
children’s play, 8 hectares of sports pitches and 2 hectares of allotments;
D. A strategic landscaping and tree planting scheme to mitigate landscape
impact, enhance biodiversity and the character of development and capture
carbon;
E. Measures to protect and enhance the biodiversity of Tidcombe Lane Fen Site
of Special Scientific Interest, including management of the Fen and its
catchment and designation as a Local Nature Reserve;
F. Laying out and management of strategic green infrastructure for an
appropriate mix of parkland, open space, local nature reserve and
landscaping.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
Policy AL/TIV/2 states that As part of the Eastern Urban Extension, the following
transport infrastructure will be provided;
Enhancements, if necessary, to M5 Junction 27;
The Highways Agency state that M5 junctions 27 and 28 are both experience
congestion at peak times. Without improvement it would not be possible for new
developments coming forward through the planning system to demonstrate
compliance with the Agency’s policy “The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery
of Sustainable Development”. The policy requirement is that mitigation is required
where adequate capacity is not available at the time of opening of the development.
This applies to any development that was forecast to result in traffic flow increases of
30 or more two way vehicles movements per hour at a junction on the SRN.
The Highways Agency do not have any planned works at M5 J27 or J28. We are
aware however that Devon County Council have proposals for both junctions, which I
understand are to be funded through the Pinch Point programme. The Agency are
generally content with the proposals for J27 and are in discussion regarding their J28
scheme in order to confirm deliverability and the adequacy of the scheme in terms of
the Core Strategy. Devon County Council have undertaken additional technical
assessment work.
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Highway Access
G. Policy AL/TIV/2 states that As part of the Eastern Urban Extension, the
following transport infrastructure will be provided;
H. Provision of a new junction to the A361 and road links into the site;
I. Provision of a new access road linking the site to Heathcoat Way;
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
J. Policy AL/TIV/2 states that As part of the Eastern Urban Extension, the
following transport infrastructure will be provided;
K. Traffic calming and environmental enhancement of Blundells Road between
Heathcoat Way and Tidcombe Lane, including closure to through-traffic other
than cycles and buses;
L. Provision of bus, pedestrian and cycle routes at appropriate locations
throughout the development, creating an attractive, permeable network for
non-car modes travelling within, into and out of the area;
M. Cycle and pedestrian links to the Railway Walk, Grand Western Canal and
nearby public rights of way;
N. New and improved off-site pedestrian and cycle links including improvements
to a wider green infrastructure network.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
The site is compatible apart from the close proximity to the A361. The site should
comprise of mixed density and reflect the character and density of existing dwellings.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes (see below)
N/a
No
10 years (based on
150 dwellings per
year)

The Council has been holding regular meetings with the landowners for the entirety
of the site throughout 2012/13. Two landowners hold approximately two-thirds of the
site and have design teams in place who are developing a masterplan in conjunction
with the Council. It is anticipated that this will be adopted in January 2014, with
outline planning applications shortly to follow. A phasing strategy is likely to be
employed, beginning in the north of the site, arcing south, with the south-east portion
likely to be the final element delivered. The two principal landowners have confirmed
that they will begin to market the site once outline planning permission has been
received.
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 2, Land at Hartnoll Farm
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 96.2ha
Max yield: 2886
Min yield: 1732
Site description
The site is located in the open countryside between Tiverton and Halberton and is
adjacent to the Tiverton EUE site. The site comprises of a number fields, which are
bounded by mature hedgerows and trees throughout the site.
The site is bounded to the north by Blundells Road and the Grand Western Canal to
the south and east. The site is fairly level land but there are no services,
infrastructure or facilities within the site or in close proximity to the site.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside settlement limit, though adjacent along west side of site.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Grand Western Canal Conservation Area to the south and east of the site. The
canal is a County Wildlife Site and Local Nature Reserve. The canal will need to be
protected and there is the potential for habitat enhancement. No European wildlife
sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1.
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology -This site lies in an area of archaeological potential with the HER
recording prehistoric activity here and recent archaeological work has identified
prehistoric activity across the wider landscape. These archaeological investigations
are on-going to inform development proposals here and need to be completed to
support any planning application for development here.
Impact on Biodiversity
The site contains a small area of Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat and is
adjacent to two other areas of this Priority Habitat in the north east and west and
east of the site.
Impact on Landscape Character
Development in this location would result in a loss of agricultural land and would
have a potential significant visual impact.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
Blundells Road. Should be resolved as the EUE is developed.
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Access to Public Transport
Good service on the C769 to Tiverton, Tiverton Parkway and Willand.
No immediate access to public transport, but some available in Halberton.
Access to services/facilities
The site is remote from all services/facilities. There are services located in the centre
of Tiverton and Halberton, but not within walking distance.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

68.7ha (71% NE)
2.8ha (3% SW)
24.7ha (26% SW corner)

Constraints to Delivery
Part of the site falls with the Hartnoll Farm Consultation Zone in relation to waste and
would require consultation with Environmental Health.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
There are existing employment units on the site. Either these could be retained,
and/or additional employment land could be allocated as part of the site.
Infrastructure Capacity
Concerns about local restrictions on the C769 which the delivery of the highway
infrastructure for the EUE should resolve.
Highway Access
Access from the C769 is achievable.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Provision of, and improvements to, pedestrian facilities to the west on the C769
would be required.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
This site is currently not compatible as it is within the open countryside. Once the
Tiverton EUE is completed, the site would be compatible as a further extension.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
10+ years
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 3, Land between Blundells School and River
Lowman
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/9 “Blundells School”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 13.2ha
Max yield: 396
Min yield: 238
Site description
The site is located within the settlement of Tiverton and is within walking distance of
the town centre. The site comprises a number of elements including a scrap yard,
former poultry-handling factory, petrol filling station and greenfield land towards the
east. The access to the site is located close to a busy roundabout and adjacent to
the River Lowman which often floods. Residential properties form the south eastern
boundary. The site is allocated for a mixed use comprising 200 dwellings and 7000
square metres of employment floorspace.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within the existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Flood zone 2
Flood zone 3

2.1ha (15.9% SE)
1.6ha (12.1% NW)
8.5ha (64.4% NW)

Policy AL/TIV/9 states land north of Blundells School is allocated for
mixed use development subject to the following:
Appropriate land shaping to raise areas for development above flood zone 3,
including an allowance for the effects of climate change, and to create additional
floodplain to compensate for the loss of floodplain;
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology -This site lies in an area of archaeological potential with regard to
known prehistoric activity in the wider landscape. Archaeological mitigation in the
form of a programme of archaeological work undertaken through the application of a
standard worded archaeological condition on any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
There are a number of mature trees on the site. The site is adjacent to a Deciduous
Woodland Priority Habitat along the western side of the site,
Impact on Landscape Character
There is minimal impact on the landscape character and development would
probably improve the current unattractive site.
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Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
The western end of Blundells Road has existing air quality issues. The allocation
policy required the provision of a junction on to Heathcoat Way to reduce traffic using
Blundells Road. An air quality assessment is required with any application.
Access to Public Transport
Policy AL/TIV/9 states land north of Blundells School is allocated for
mixed use development subject to the following:
A. Provision and enhancement of cycle and pedestrian links in the area;
B. Implementation of transport plans and other non-traditional transport
measures to minimise carbon footprint and air quality impacts.
There is a bus stop close to the site. The site is within walking distance of Tiverton
Town Centre.
Access to services/facilities
The site is within walking distance of Tiverton Town Centre.
Land Status
Brownfield
Greenfield Grade 4

4.6ha (22.5% W)
8.6ha (77.5% E)

Constraints to Delivery
0.7ha within contaminated land (food processing). The access to the site is close to
a bus roundabout and the site is prone to flooding. The site is in multiple ownerships
and the scrapyard owners have stated that they would need to be located to a site in
relative close proximity given their established business links within the immediate
area.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
Loss of vacant industrial land, however the allocation includes 7000 sqm. of B1 or
other employment uses.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Policy AL/TIV/9 states land north of Blundells School is allocated for
mixed use development subject to the following:
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A. Provision of a junction on Heathcoat Way and road access through the site as
shown on the proposals map with sufficient capacity to form part of a link road
as required in policy AL/ TIV/2;
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Policy AL/TIV/9 states land north of Blundells School is allocated for
mixed use development subject to the following:
A. Provision and enhancement of cycle and pedestrian links in the area;
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
There is a potential for development on the site to link with Popham Close. There are
potential noise issues from the scrapyard. Housing could be high or medium density
as in Popham Close.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?

Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Partly. The scrapyard
is only available if an
alternative site can be found
in the near vicinity. The
school land is available
subject to ongoing
discussion regarding the
traffic impacts of Tiverton
EUE.
Unknown
No
2-4 years
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 4, Howden Court
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/10 “Howden Court”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.99ha
Max yield: 40
Min yield: 24
Site description
The site is located on the western edge of Tiverton between residential
developments. It is comprised of the private grounds of a listed building (dwelling)
and is on a level site. There are a number of TPO trees on the border of the site and
a dilapidated tennis court. The site was allocated within the AIDPD for 65 dwellings,
and has subsequently been consented for 50. The area put forward by the site
promoters is east of the listed building, and under current adopted policy was
designated as being the setting of the building and was to remain open.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is close to a listed building. No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.

Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
Policy AL/TIV/10 states land at Howden Court is allocated for residential
development, subject to the following:
Land east of the Grade II Listed Howden Court, providing its setting, to remain open;
Impact on Biodiversity
There is an important tree on the site (TPO). The site has a Deciduous Woodland
Priority Habitat in the south eastern part of the site.
Impact on Landscape Character
The impact would not be significant, as the site is well screened.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
There are bus stops within walking distance.
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Access to services/facilities
Tiverton Town Centre is within walking distance, and there are a number of shops, a
school and other services which are closer than Tiverton Town Centre.
Land Status
Greenfield No agricultural grade for this piece of land
Constraints to Delivery
Development would have a significant impact on the setting of the listed building.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
The proposed scale of development can be accommodated. Should the scale of
development exceed 50 dwellings then a right turning lane would be required from
the A396.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Policy AL/TIV/10 states land at Howden Court is allocated for residential
development, subject to the following:
A. Provision of a pedestrian and cycle route from Howden Court to Palmerston
Park;
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 5, William Street
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/13 “William Street”
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.6ha
Max yield: 24
Min yield: 14
Site description
The site is located close to the centre of Tiverton, and is part of the grounds of
Castle Primary School. There are a number of mature trees located within the site.
The site was allocated in 2010 for 45 dwellings and 1000 square metres of
employment space (part of a wider site that included the former district hospital).
Planning permission for two retail units and 25 dwellings has been granted on the
hospital element; nothing has yet to come forward on the school site.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Part of site within Tiverton Conservation Area 0.1ha. No European wildlife sites or
SSSI designations.
Policy AL/TIV/13 states land at William Street is allocated for mixed use
development, and requires the following:
A. Archaeological investigation and appropriate mitigation;
B. Beneficial reuse of the Listed Building;
C. Appropriate reuse of the Grade II Listed 57 Bampton Street and protection of
its setting.
D.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology -No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
Limited, as the site is within Tiverton.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
The site is located closely to bus stops and the bus station.
Access to services/facilities
There is good access to facilities and services as it is close to Tiverton town centre.
Land Status
Greenfield No agricultural grade available for the land
Constraints to Delivery
There is substandard access. Multiple landowners.
Source Protection Zone
No applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
Yes, this site is currently used as playing fields for the school.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
The existing access is substandard and opportunities to improve this are limited.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are good pedestrian links and cycle links to the town centre
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
The site would be compatible due to its location within Tiverton
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
No
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Unknown. The
school site is in multiple ownership, and
redevelopment depends on obtaining
grant monies from central government,
and other schools in the county are
currently being given priority)
Is it currently being marketed:
No
Landowners estimated development time:
Unknown
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 6, Palmerston Park
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/14 “Palmerston Park”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.9ha
Max yield: 36
Min yield: 22
Site description
The site is located within the settlement of Tiverton adjacent to Palmerston Park and
close to Howden Industrial Estate. The site is very steep and has a very difficult
topography for development. There are a number of tall trees on the eastern
boundary and the site is elevated above the road. The site is currently comprises
trees and scrubland.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology -No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
The site is nearly two thirds covered by a Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
This area typically falls within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded
sides and a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. There is a
potential impact on the landscape character due to the less of trees on the elevated
part of the site. The site is visible from the east side of the River Exe.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
There is a bus stop at Palmerston Park.
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Access to services/facilities
The site is within walking distance to West Exe shops and services within Tiverton
Town Centre.
Land Status
Greenfield No agricultural class for this piece of land
Constraints to Delivery
The topography of the site would be a major constraint as it is very steep where it is
adjacent to the road. There is no current access to the site. There are potential mine
shafts in the vicinity of the site, which are currently being investigated.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
This site was once an allotment, though has been disused for some time.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
There is no existing access and access would be difficult due to the topography of
the site.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are pedestrian footpaths leading into the town centre.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
Development at this site would be compatible with surrounding land uses. The
density would need to be medium for the development to be viable.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 7, Roundhill
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/16 “Roundhill”
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.4ha
Max yield: 20
Min yield: 12
Site description
The site is located within the settlement of Tiverton. It is located within a 1960s local
authority-built housing estate. The site is within walking distance to West Exe and
the town centre although up a steep gradient. The site contains mature hedgerows
and trees which for a visual break between the higher and lower parts of the existing
development. There are a number of garages currently on the site. The site is
currently allocated for the construction of 13 affordable dwellings.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology -No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
No impact.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No impact.
Access to Public Transport
There are bus stops located on Seven Crosses Hill.
Access to services/facilities
The site is within walking distance of shops and services, but up a steep gradient.
Land Status
Brownfield.
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Constraints to Delivery
The topography of the site would be a constraint to the deliverability of the site, as
well as potential historic mineshafts in the area (which are currently being
investigated). Development of the area would result in the loss of hedgerows and
trees.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
There is existing highway access, however the loss of the garages may impact on
the parking provision for the area.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are pedestrian footpaths around the site.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
Residential use would be compatible with the surrounding residential use and the
density should be medium use to reflect the density of the existing development.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?

Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes (only one weeks’
notice on the garage
tenancies)
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 8, Hay Park
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/17 “Hay Park, Canal Hill”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.33ha
Max yield: 17
Min yield: 10
Site description
This site is located with the settlement limit of Tiverton and is currently used for
domestic purposes. There are some existing barns on the roadside of Canal Hill
awaiting conversion. The site is surrounded by bungalows and the access is
currently insufficient. The site is currently allocated for 13 dwellings. Previous
planning permission for three dwellings on the site lapsed in 2008.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1.
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology -This proposed development area occupies the former settlement
of Haypark, first documented in the late 17th century. The site is now occupied with
modern housing and any development here may expose archaeological and
artefactual deposits associated with this settlement. Archaeological mitigation in the
form of a programme of archaeological work undertaken through the application of a
standard worded archaeological condition on any consent granted may be required.
There is a potential negative impact on the character of the area.
Impact on Biodiversity
The site does contain some mature trees which existing policy states should be
retained.
Impact on Landscape Character
Development on this site would have minimal impact as it is within the built up area
of Tiverton.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
There are bus stops located along Canal Hill.
Access to services/facilities
There are shops located close by. And the centre of Tiverton is not far.
Land Status
Greenfield No agricultural grade available for this piece of land.
Constraints to Delivery
The topography of the site would be a constraint to development, as would the
access. The retention of the character of the existing buildings would be preferable.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Access is possible from both Canal Hill and Rennie Road, however, the access from
Canal Hill may require demolition of the barns to provide adequate visibility splays
and necessary footpath widths. The steps to the east would also need to be brought
up to standard. The topography of the site would make a sole access from Rennie
Road challenging, as a car park area would need to be provided, as it is too steep to
go from the top half to bottom half.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are no cycle paths, but there is a pedestrian footpath into Tiverton Town
Centre.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1-2 years
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 9, The Avenue
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/18 “The Avenue”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.35ha
Max yield: 18
Min yield: 11
Site description
The site is located within the settlement of Tiverton on the junction with Canal Hill
and The Avenue. There are a number of tall trees on the site and mature hedges
bound the site along the south western edge. The site is allocated for 15 dwellings.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within the existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - None.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
The impact on the surrounding landscape would be minimal as the site is surrounded
by residential development.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No comments
Access to Public Transport
There is a bus stop on Canal Hill within walking distance
Access to services/facilities
The site is within walking distance of the town centre but up a steep gradient.
Land Status
Brownfield.
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Constraints to Delivery
The site is located on a poor junction of Canal Hill and The Avenue with poor
visibility. It is located on a steep hill and there is no pedestrian access.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues
Highway Access
No comments
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Policy AL/TIV/18 states land at The Avenue is allocated for residential development
subject to the following:
A. Provision of pavement along the southern boundary of the site.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
Residential use would be compatible to the surrounding uses. The site would need to
be low density due to the nature of the site and surrounding dwellings.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
Not stated by
proposer
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 10, Tidcombe Hall
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/21 “Tidcombe Hall”
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 8.4ha (5ha in the AIDPD)
Max yield: 252
Min yield: 151
(site allocated for 200 dwellings with 35% affordable housing)
Site description
The site is located on the south eastern edge of Tiverton and is close to the Grand
Western Canal Conservation Area. Tidcombe Hall itself is not a listed building but is
old and with possible historical merit. The site contains mature hedgerows and trees.
The site is allocated on a contingency basis within the Allocations and Infrastructure
Development Plan Document (2010).
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside settlement boundary, though adjacent along the western boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
1.6ha of the site is within the Grand Western Canal Conservation Area (19%
northern part). Tidcombe Hall is a potential heritage asset and development could
impact on its setting. The canal is also a defined County Wildlife Site. No European
wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site includes the site of the medieval chapel of St Lawrence
and Tidcombe Hall. Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of
archaeological work undertaken through the application of a standard worded
archaeological condition on any consent granted may be required.
Lies just to the west of Tidcombe Farmhouse. Contains Tidcombe Hall, a 19th
century house that was formerly a rectory. There is also a record of a domestic
chapel at this site that was licensed in the early 15th century. A desk-based
assessment followed by appropriate archaeological mitigation would be required.
Development would need to protect or enhance the canal conservation area.
Policy AL/TIV/21 states land at Tidcombe Hall is a contingency site for residential
development, to be realised in accordance with policy AL/DE/1 subject to the
following;
Protection of the setting of the Grand Western Canal Conservation Area and of
Tidcombe Hall;
MDDC Conservation - this is an unlisted building in the conservation area. It is a
building that has had mixed quality alterations but I would still consider it to be a
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heritage asset. The impact of development to the south and east of the hall would be
significant but will depend on design, landscaping etc. I would be strongly opposed
to any development coming forward / further towards the canal, but I think that
development here could be acceptable subject to design considerations.
Impact on Biodiversity
The canal is also a defined County Wildlife Site and Local Nature Reserve.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. There is a
potential, but localised impact on character as the site is reasonably well contained
within the landscape. There would be some impact arising from development,
though this would be against the backdrop of the existing built environment to the
west.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No comments
Access to Public Transport
There are bus stops located on Tidcombe Lane.
Access to services/facilities
There are shops along Canal Hill which are easily accessible, but the site is not
within walking distance of Tiverton own Centre.
Land Status
Brownfield and Greenfield
Unclassified grade of agricultural land
Grade 2
Grade 3

0.4ha (4% W)
7.1ha (85% N)
0.9ha (11% S)

Constraints to Delivery
The proximity of the site to, and within, the Grand Western Canal Conservation Area,
the problems of accessing the site and the high percentage of flooding all constrain
the appropriateness and deliverability of this site.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
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Infrastructure Capacity
No comments.
Highway Access
Policy AL/TIV/21 states land at Tidcombe Hall is a contingency site for residential
development, to be realised in accordance with policy AL/DE/1 subject to the
following;
A. Two vehicular access points from Canal Hill and improvements to Tidcombe
Lane northwards from the site;
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Footpath on opposite site of Tidcombe Lane leading to Canal Hill.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
The site is adjacent to residential development to the west, and low density reflecting
this development would be appropriate. Development would be better suited on the
southern part of the site as it would not be within the flood plain and away from the
Grand Western Canal Conservation Area.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
Not stated by
proposer
Not stated by
proposer
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 11, Land at Wynnards Mead
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 6.3ha
Max yield: 189
Min yield: 113
Site description
The site, which lies to the west of Tiverton, consists of the grounds of a large house
called Wynnards Mead, including some associated agricultural land and two
cottages. The site is set on the north side of the Cottey Brook, sloping down north to
south. The house and its gardens are set in the middle of the site. To the north and
east, the site adjoins housing estates, to the south Cottey Brook and west, open
countryside. Gotham Farm adjoins the site to the west.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Part of site within settlement limit (0.6ha 10% NE). The rest of the site is outside of
the settlement limit (5.7ha 90%SW).
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is in close proximity to a listed building to the immediate west of the site. No
European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
5.8ha (92%N)
Flood zone 2 and 3 0.5ha (8% S)
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
In the south of the site, there is a small area classified as a Deciduous Woodland
Priority Habitat.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
This area typically falls within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded
sides and a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. The site is
elevated, and therefore is visible from a number of viewpoints, including Seven
Crosses Road to the south. Accordingly, there would be some impact from
development in this location.
Minerals Resources
None.
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Air Quality
No comments.
Access to Public Transport
Within walking distance of bus service into Tiverton.
Access to services/facilities
The services and facilities of Tiverton lie some 1.2 km distant.
Land Status
Greenfield
Grade 3
Unclassified agricultural grade

2.1ha (33% S and W)
4.2ha (67% NE)

Constraints to Delivery
Small area of contaminated land (historic quarry, 0.06ha in north)
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
An adequate site access is achievable.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
The existing carriageway and footway links to Tiverton are very steep.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners development time estimate:

No
2019-2024
No
3 years
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 12, Land at Moorhayes Park
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Parish: Tiverton
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Site Area: 0.4ha
Max yield: 20
Min yield: 12
Site description
The site is located within the Moorhayes Park and is bounded by the A361 to the
North and to the East by modern housing. The site is adjacent to a transformer
station to the West, and is accessible from Hayne Court. The site is currently
overgrown and fenced off. An outline planning application for ten dwellings on the
site was submitted in August 2013 (ref 13/01149/MOUT).
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within the existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies in an area where there is known prehistoric activity.
Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of archaeological work
undertaken through the application of a standard worded archaeological condition on
any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
The Wildlife Survey that accompanies the outline planning application concludes,
after having undertaken a preliminary ecological appraisal, that the site is of limited
ecological value.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the built up area of Tiverton and as a result there will be no
landscape impact.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Services available on Lea Road.
Access to services/facilities
Tiverton town centre is in reasonably close proximity.
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Land Status
Greenfield Grade 2
Constraints to Delivery
Contaminated land

Waste

0.2ha (50% S)

Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
As existing access which is adequate. Access from Hayne Court.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
As existing which are adequate. The site is well connected throughout Moorhayes
with pedestrian and cycle routes throughout
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:

Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
A developer has
applied to build on
the site
1 year
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 13, Exeter Hill
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 6.09ha (updated area)
Max yield: 183
Min yield: 110
Site description
This site lies on the southern edge of Tiverton and is comprised of three steeply
sloping agricultural fields, one of which is currently used as a paddock. Existing
access to the site is up a steep agricultural track which currently serves four
properties, whilst an alternative access is available off Exeter Hill. The site is
bounded by hedges and trees and there are wide views across Tiverton and to the
ridges to the north. The top fields have isolated houses adjacent, and a small stable
building is located in the eastern field of the site. Note: two fields adjoining to the
east were added during the appraisal process which included a potential access off
Devonshire Rise.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside the existing settlement limit, though the north and part of the east boundary
are adjacent.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - Archaeological work here has identified the presence of
earthwork features across this site that may be indicative of archaeological activity.
Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of archaeological work
undertaken through the application of a standard worded archaeological condition on
any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
This area typically falls within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded
sides and a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. Development
on this site would extend the build form of Tiverton further up this hillside. The site is
steeply sloping, with large views of Tiverton and would be highly visible from town.
The site is currently open and tranquil, and has views to the north, east and west and
there would be a landscape impact of locating housing within this area.
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Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Bus service available on Canal Hill.
Access to services/facilities
Tiverton town centre lies in reasonably close proximity. Services in Tiverton
Land Status
Greenfield
Grade 3
Unclassified agricultural grade

3.4ha (68% S)
1.6ha (32% N)

Constraints to Delivery
Steeply sloping site.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Original highway authority comment: This is not a site the Highway Authority would
support given the substandard nature of the junction with Canal hill and the gradient
and topography of the site as well as lack of footways to Tiverton.
Updated highway authority comment (supplied with map below): Access A is the only
connection to Devonshire from public Highway. Devonshire is currently close to
capacity as a single cul-de-sac and would take only another 6 units. , however if it
were looped to point B an additional 55 could be accommodated, but the section
between highway and land at point B would need to be constructed to adoptable
standards. Alternatively if an access from point c could be provided ( topography
allowing ) it provides two access points albeit it would be a footway/cycleway and
emergency vehicle access; and /Or from Exeter Hill at the original access for the
same footway/cycleway and Emergency Access then the additional 55 dwellings can
be accommodated.
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Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There is no footway on Exeter Hill which is very steep.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
Though adjacent to a small number of homes, the site feels distinctively agricultural
and separated from the settlement.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
3 years
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 15, Whitehall
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 2.8ha
Max yield: 84
Min yield: 50
Site description
The site is a steeply sloping agricultural field adjacent to an existing housing estate
on the south western part of Tiverton. The site has panoramic views of open
farmland and hillsides to the east, and comprises of two open fields with tall hedge
boundaries.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside settlement limit, though adjacent along eastern boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
The site is adjacent to a Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat to the west and on
part of the northern boundary.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
This area typically falls within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded
sides and a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. The site is
tranquil and rural in character on a valley side which offers expansive and panoramic
views across to the ridge in the east. Developing the site would extend the built
environment much further up the hillsides, thereby having a large impact on the
landscape character of the wider area.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Regular bus service available the A396 Exeter Road.
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Access to services/facilities
Nearest services are in Tiverton some 1.5 km distant.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Grade 4

2.75ha (98% NE)
0.05ha (2% SW)

Constraints to Delivery
Steeply sloping.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Access tracks lead from the A396 to either side of the site, but ownership is
unknown. The tracks are too narrow to serve housing and the site should be
considered landlocked.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Footway improvements would be required on the A396 but the site is considered too
remote from Tiverton to be within walking distance. Cycle links are on-road.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
Not stated by
proposer
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 16, Crown Hill Field
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Parish: Halberton
Site Area: 2ha
Max yield: 80
Min yield: 48
Site description
The site is located to the east of Tiverton and is beyond the furthest extent of the
Tiverton EUE allocation. The site is an agricultural field currently used as a paddock.
To the south it borders Blundells Road and to the north east is bounded by the
Grand Western Canal, whilst a golf course is to the west.. The boundaries of the site
are formed from mature trees and chain-link fencing. There is existing access onto
Blundells Road. The site is located in the open countryside and is a considerable
distance from the built up element of Tiverton.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside existing settlement boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is within the Grand Western Canal Conservation Area. No European wildlife
sites or SSSI designations.

Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies in an area where there is known prehistoric activity.
Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of archaeological work
undertaken through the application of a standard worded archaeological condition on
any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
This site contains a Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat, which covers about half of
the site area.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. The site is
well shielded by high trees surrounding the existing perimeter. The landscape is
generally flat/gently undulating. Views into the site are very restricted to the
immediate access point in Blundells Road. Views are also short, limited and framed
by the existing access point. Given that there is no existing housing within the
immediate area, there will be a landscape impact, though to some degree this will be
mitigated by the existing screening provided by the current boundary treatment.
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Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
Blundells Road. Should be resolved as the EUE is developed.
Access to Public Transport
Good service on the C769 to Tiverton, Tiverton Parkway and Willand.
Access to services/facilities
The site is remote from services.
Tiverton is nearby, but not walkable
Land Status
Greenfield Grade1
Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
Concerns about local restrictions on the C769 which the delivery of the highway
infrastructure for the EUE should resolve.
Highway Access
An adequate site access is achievable.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are no pedestrian links to services and facilities. Cycle links are on-road or the
nearby canal towpath. No footpath along this sector of Blundells Road
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
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Compatibility
The immediate area surrounding the site is agricultural, though noisy due to the
proximity of the road and volume of traffic. There is a large distance between this site
and the housing within Post Hill.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
Not stated by
proposer
Not stated by
proposer
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 17, 29-31 Leat Street
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.2ha
Max yield: 10
Min yield: 6
Site description
The site is located within Tiverton on Leat Street and comprises of a forecourt,
showroom, a car park and garages in the rear. The car showroom and forecourt is
vacant while the garage is currently in use. The site is surrounded by housing on
three sides of site, to the north, west and south. Leat Street bounds the site along
the whole of the eastern boundary.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within the existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Within the Tiverton Conservation Area. No European wildlife sites or SSSI
designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 2
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies within the historic core of the town and in an area
shown by historic maps to have been occupied by Sewards Court. These buildings
appear to have been demolished sometime in the late 20th century. Any
development here has the potential to expose archaeological and artefactual
deposits associated with these dwellings. Archaeological mitigation in the form of a
programme of archaeological work undertaken through the application of a standard
worded archaeological condition on any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the centre of Tiverton and there will be no impact on landscape
character.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
Leat Street.
Access to Public Transport
Town centre location.
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Access to services/facilities
Town centre location.
Land Status
Brownfield.
Constraints to Delivery
Potential for contaminated land at the site. An enhanced pollution survey (dating
back to 1999) stated the site was free of contamination.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
There will be a loss of employment land. The garage towards the back of the site is
currently in use, while the showroom and forecourt are currently vacant.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
There is an existing access which could be improved for a housing development.
Access directly onto Leat Street.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Existing footways and on-road cycle links.
There are footpaths along both sides of Leat Street
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It is
anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a flood
plain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference and Site Name: Site 18, Phoenix Lane
Allocation Reference: AL/TIV/19 “Phoenix Lane”
SCLAA Reference: Site 5 “Phoenix Lane”
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 1.1ha (0.3ha allocated)
Max yield: 88 (applying town centre density assumptions)
Min yield: 45
Site Description
This is town centre regeneration site which is being proposed for a mixed use of
housing and approximately 9,300 sqm. gross commercial floorspace comprising
retail, office and leisure uses . The site covers four distinct areas; a car parking area
including offices to the south west of the site, the Tiverton bus station to the south of
the site, the Phoenix Lane pedestrian walk to the south east of the site and shop
fronts along Fore Street to the north. The majority of the site is bordered by existing
buildings or roads. The south of the site is close to a multi-storey car park. The
market to the north edge of the site is a notable feature. The north west corner of the
western section of the site is alongside the Tiverton Museum. Part of the south east
of the site is amenity green space which includes a war memorial. 0.3ha of the site
is currently allocated for a mixed use redevelopment of 2,400 commercial floorspace.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is within the settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is within the conservation area, and contains a number of listed buildings.
There are also a number of listed buildings in close proximity to the site. The site
also includes a War Memorial. No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - A programme of archaeological investigation has already been
undertaken here and, as such, the Historic Environment Team would not anticipate
any archaeological impact.
The site is within the conservation area, and contains a number of listed buildings.
There are also a number of listed buildings in close proximity to the site. The site
also includes a War Memorial. The site lies within the historic core of Tiverton, the
northern part lying within the putative Saxon core of the settlement. Any consent
granted for development here should be conditional upon a programme of
archaeological work being implemented in mitigation for the impact of any
development upon the heritage assets of the site.
The site is within the conservation area, and contains a number of listed buildings.
There are also a number of listed buildings in close proximity to the site. The site
also includes a War Memorial.
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Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This is a town centre site located within an existing built up area, with no anticipated
impacts on landscape character.
Mineral Resources
Not applicable.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Site currently includes the bus station.
Access to Services/Facilities
This is a town centre location where there are a wide range of services.
Land Status
Brownfield
Constraints to Delivery
The majority of the site is gently sloping however the west section of the site, beyond
the bus station has a steeper gradient. Development of this site would potentially
require the relocation of the bus station and job centre. The site is in multiple
ownership.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
Potential realignment or relocation of pedestrianized public space which includes a
war memorial garden.
Infrastructure Capacity
Bus station must be retained. Suitable for retail, leisure, tourism and retirement
options. Not industrial.
Highway Access
Accessible town centre site. Bus station must be retained.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Phoenix Lane pedestrianized walk currently provides access from Phoenix Lane to
Fore Street. The far north of the site includes land which connects the Fore Street
from the Market Walk to the market itself.
Education Infrastructure
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In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It
is anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a
floodplain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?

Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is the site currently being marketed?
Landowners estimated development time:

Partly. The
availability of the
majority of the site is
currently unknown.
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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Settlement: Tiverton
Site Reference and Site Name: Site 19, William Street Car Park
SCLAA Reference: Site 7 “William Street Car Park”
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.5ha
Max yield: 40 (applying town centre density assumptions)
Min yield: 20
Site Description
This is a potential regeneration site, being located at the north end of the town
centre. It is currently used as an open air car park, the Constitutional Club and
associated parking and incorporates some shops and potentially residential flats.
The majority of the site is bordered by roads or existing buildings. To the south of the
site is a wall dividing the Constitutional Club car park with the Post Office Depot car
park. The possibility of including further land and buildings to the south is being
investigated, which could increase the site area to approximately 1 hectare.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is within the settlement boundary.
Biodiversity
The site is located in the conservation area and is adjacent to a number of listed
buildings. No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies within the historic core of Tiverton, the northern part
lying within the putative Saxon core of the settlement.
Any consent granted for development here should be conditional upon a programme
of archaeological work being implemented in mitigation for the impact of any
development upon the heritage assets of the site.
The site is within the conservation area and is adjacent to a listed building. The site
lies within the historic core of Tiverton, and just to the east of the putative Saxon core
of the settlement. Any consent granted for development here should be conditional
upon a programme of archaeological work being implemented in mitigation for the
impact of any development upon the heritage assets of the site.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
Limited, as the site is within the settlement.
Mineral Resources
Not applicable
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Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Site is within the town centre and close to existing bus service provision.
Access to Services/Facilities
This is a town centre location where there are a wide range of services.
Land Status
Brownfield
Constraints to Delivery
The site is in multiple ownership.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss
Infrastructure Capacity
No concerns.
Highway Access
Transport assessment required. Need to assess ability for delivers and HGV traffic to
access. Retail, leisure and hotel uses preferable to industrial given location in
proximity to school and high pedestrian activity.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are existing pedestrian links.
Education Infrastructure
In general, schools anticipated to be at or nearing capacity. There is limited capacity
to support future development and new primary school provision will be required. It
is anticipated the secondary school will need to be expanded but sits within a
floodplain and therefore additional land near/adjacent to the existing site needs to be
secured.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is the site currently being marketed?
Landowners estimated development time:

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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Settlement: Bampton
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Bourchier Close
Existing Local Plan Reference: AL/BA/2 “Bouchier Close”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 1.5ha
Max yield: 60
Min yield: 36
Site description
This site adjoins the B3190 on the northern edge of Bampton and consists of three
fields which slope gently up from south west to north east. The most south-westerly
field slopes much more steeply. The site is defined by roadside hedges to its south
and east, and hedgerows to the north and west. The site is allocated for mixed use,
with 40 dwellings proposed and 4000 square metres of employment floorspace. A
planning application for 45 dwellings and 4000 sqm of employment space was
refused in 2012.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
The area is defined by Devon Biodiversity Record Centre as being of wildlife interest
as a result of the site being comprised of ‘semi-improved natural
grassland/unimproved marshy grassland’.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. The majority of this type of landscape drains into the Exe Valley and
is characterised by lush and fertile land giving rise to extensive tracts of mediumscale fields of permanent pasture. The element of the site adjoining the road would
have a lesser impact than the western site, which is much more steeply sloping. The
Inspector’s Report in 2010 noted that the development of the whole site would cause
visual impact into the countryside outside the existing settlement although this would
be contained by topography and potential screen planting, and concluded that
allocating the site was justified.
Minerals Resources
No comments
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Air Quality
None.
Access to Public Transport
Bampton has a reasonable range of services.
Access to services/facilities
The site has access to services and facilities at Bampton.
Land Status
Greenfield. Agricultural grade 3, 1.1ha (73% E)
Agricultural grade 4, 0.4ha (27% W)
Constraints to Delivery
Parts of the site are steeply sloping.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
Part of the existing allocation is for 4000 square metres of employment space.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Site will require measures to discourage additional vehicular use of Frog Street.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Requires improvements to pedestrian links into the town centre. Site should provide
improvements to cycling and pedestrian safety to the town centre along Frog Street.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school has recently been expanded to support increased numbers in area
and existing consents. School can be expanded by one additional classroom but is
an expensive solution given site constraints.
Compatibility
No concerns.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?

Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is the site currently being marketed?

Landowners estimated development time:

In part. Most
northerly field is not
currently available
2019-2024 (northern
field)
Lower fields are
under option to a
developer
2 years
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Settlement: Bampton
Site Reference & Name: Site 2, Newton Square
Allocation Reference: AL/BA/4 “Newton Square”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 0.3ha
Max yield: 15
Min yield: 9
Site description
The site is located close to the centre of the town and is adjacent to existing housing.
The site would be able to be accessed from Newton Court. Although close to the
centre of the town, the site is tranquil and located within a settled landscape as it is
bounded on two sides with existing housing. The site is currently allocated for five
dwellings.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Within the existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Most of the site falls within the Bampton Conservation Area. There are many listed
buildings within the centre of Bampton, though these are not likely to be affected by
developing this site. No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
0.2ha (67% SW)
Flood zone 2 and 3 0.1ha (33% NE)
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies in an area of archaeological potential within the
historic core of Bampton. Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of
archaeological work undertaken through the application of a standard worded
archaeological condition on any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site is within the centre of a settlement and there is likely to be no impact on
landscape character.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
The site is located close to the centre of Bampton, and would therefore be
accessible to public transport. Bampton has frequent bus services.
Access to services/facilities
The site is in close proximity to the town centre.
Land Status
Brownfield.
Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Achievable from Newton Court.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Good to the town centre.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school has recently been expanded to support increased numbers in area
and existing consents. School can be expanded by one additional classroom but is
an expensive solution given site constraints.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if not currently available):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
Not stated
Not stated
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Settlement: Bampton
Site Reference & Name: Site 3, Scotts Quarry
Allocation Reference: BA1 “Bampton Stone Crushing Works”

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 0.45ha
Max yield: 18
Min yield: 11
Site description
The site is was part of a larger allocation with the 2006 Local Plan for a mixed use.
The majority of the site has been built out and the remainder of the site (0.45ha) is
allocated for employment (B1, B2 or B8). The site is bounded by mature trees on two
sides (north and west) and currently contains a large spoil heap within the middle of
the site. There is existing access which services Woodland Close.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Site is located within the existing settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
Part of the site is classified as a Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat, which extends
around the western, northern and southern boundaries of the site.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site does not fall within a landscape character area, simply being classed as
‘main cities and towns’. The presence of the existing development on the adjoining
employment and housing development already provides a level of mitigation against
any impact. The site is very enclosed by the boundary trees with only short views
into and from the site permitted. The impact would be very limited.
Minerals Resources
The site falls within a mineral consultation zone.
Air Quality
No comments
Access to Public Transport
Bampton has frequent bus services
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Access to services/facilities
The site is close to the town centre with pedestrian and cycle links

Land Status
Greenfield. Agricultural grade 4.
Constraints to Delivery
The history of quarrying at the site highlights the possibility of the presence of
contaminated land. Developing the site would require removal of the large spoil
heap.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
The site is currently allocated for 0.45ha of employment space. Developing it solely
for housing would see the employment element lost.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues
Highway Access
Existing access which services Woodland Close.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Existing pedestrian and cycle link across the disused railway bridge to Station Road
Education Infrastructure
Primary school has recently been expanded to support increased numbers in area
and existing consents. School can be expanded by one additional classroom but is
an expensive solution given site constraints.
Compatibility
The immediately adjacent units are for employment use. There may be concerns
with locating housing the other side of the existing employment site, where the
amenity of residents could be affected by employment activities, e.g. noise levels,
deliveries etc.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1-2 years
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Settlement: Bampton
Site Reference & Name: Site 4, South Molton Road

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 4ha
Max yield: 120
Min yield: 72
Site description
This site is located on the western side of Bampton and consists of two large
agricultural fields currently used for pasture. The site contains steeply sloping
ground and is separated by a lane. The site is bounded to the north and south by two
lanes and is adjacent to existing housing on its eastern-most edge. There is also a
house which is located on the southern boundary in a central position which is
bounded on three sides by the site. A large tree stands in the centre of the eastern
field.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside existing settlement limit , though adjacent to it along the north, east and part
of the southern boundaries.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
There are a number of important trees within the site, of which 17 are covered by
TPOs (all of these are within the eastern field).
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area,
which are defined as having steeped, often wooded sides. In the upper valleys, such
sites have a strong sense of enclosure. This site would be highly visible from the
ridge to the south west and the ridge to the north west due to the steep sloping
nature of the site. Development within this site would also be visible from South
Molton Road.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
Bampton has frequent bus services.

Access to services/facilities
The site is about 500m from the town centre.
Land Status
Greenfield, agricultural grade 3.
Constraints to Delivery
The site is steeply sloping and contains a large number of protected trees.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Accesses from the B3227 and High Street/C796 are achievable, but the site is steep
which would limit suitable access points and highway layout.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Footway provision and widening required.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school has recently been expanded to support increased numbers in area
and existing consents. School can be expanded by one additional classroom but is
an expensive solution given site constraints.
Compatibility
No concerns.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1-2 years
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Settlement: Bampton
Site Reference & Name: Site 5, Land at Birchdown Farm

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 0.9ha
Max yield: 36
Min yield: 22
Site description
This site is located to the north of the centre of Bampton. There is a disused railway
line within the site, with the southerly part being brownfield and the northerly part of
the site being a large empty agricultural space. There would be a large height
differential if the access was through the garage site to the south, with the land within
the site dropping away sharply.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside existing settlement boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
Site is located within a grassland wildlife interest area.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area
which is typified by being largely comprised of steep, wooded valley sides, often with
a strong sense of enclosure. The site is elevated in nature, and sloping, and there
would be a landscape impact from developing in this location.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Bampton has frequent bus services.
Access to services/facilities
The site is about 300m from the town centre.
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Land Status
Greenfield and Brownfield
Grade 3
0.5ha (66% E)
Grade 4
0.4ha (44% W)
Constraints to Delivery
Sloping ground, and no obvious access point into the site.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Site is landlocked.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Site is landlocked.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school has recently been expanded to support increased numbers in area
and existing consents. School can be expanded by one additional classroom but is
an expensive solution given site constraints.
Compatibility
No issues.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?

Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes (though
availability of
southern access
unknown)
N/a
No
2 years
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Settlement: Bampton
Site Reference & Name: Site 6, Land at Ball Hill

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 0.5ha
Max yield: 20
Min yield: 12
Site description
This site is located adjacent to the south west of Bampton. The site is steeply
sloping narrow site adjacent to housing, garages and a sewerage treatment works.
The site is bordered by high hedges and access would presumably be through the
existing garage site which marks the end of a short road with a limited number of
houses.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside existing settlement limit, though adjacent along the north boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No comments
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls is not classed as a landscape character area, falling with the ‘main
cities and towns’ area. The site in part is largely shielded by its high hedges and
trees, however development would overlook the adjacent lane. Also, the southern
part lies on the western slope of the Batherm Valley, would be open to some views
from the south, with landscape impacts expected as a result.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Bampton has frequent bus services.
Access to services/facilities
The site is about 600m from the town centre.
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Land Status
Greenfield, agricultural grade 4.
Constraints to Delivery
The site is steeply sloping and access is very restricted.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
West Street is of limited width but would be subject to improvement should the site
south of Bampton school be developed. No wider issues.
Highway Access
Achievable. Off of the existing highway
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
For the most part there are footway links to the town centre.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school has recently been expanded to support increased numbers in area
and existing consents. School can be expanded by one additional classroom but is
an expensive solution given site constraints.
Compatibility
The site is adjacent to sewerage works and there will be concerns of the impact of
odours on residential amenity.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available:
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

No
2015/16
No
4-10 years
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Settlement: Bickleigh
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land South of Glen View

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Bickleigh
Site Area: 1.4ha
Max yield: 56
Min yield: 34
Site description
This site is located on the edge of Bickleigh hamlet. The site is level but slopes down
to the west and is bounded by trees and hedges. The site is currently used for
equestrian grazing and is a single open field. There is a road which runs along the
western boundary.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Under existing policy Bickleigh is not defined as a settlement and has no settlement
limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Within the Bickleigh Conservation Area. There a number of listed buildings within
close proximity to the site. Development on this site would be visible from Bickleigh
Castle. No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
To the west of the site is coastal and floodplain grazing marsh priority habitat.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
These areas are typified by their close proximity to the River Exe, and are largely
comprised of steep, wooded valley sides, often with a strong sense of enclosure.
Developing this site would change the context of the landscape, particularly when
viewed from the west.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Hourly or greater bus service on the A396.
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There is a bus stop in Bickleigh, which is walkable, but quite far
Access to services/facilities
There are two pubs, a primary school and Bickleigh Mill within Bickleigh
Land Status
Greenfield, Grade 3
Grade 4

1.35ha (96% E)
0.05ha (4% W)

Constraints to Delivery
Seven covenants preventing development of this site.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues provided vehicular access is taken from the A396 only. The C103 is
narrow and has restrictive alignments.
Highway Access
With careful location an adequate site access from the A396 is achievable.
Access is only feasible from the East lane, and access would result in the loss of part
of the hedgerows.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school is forecast to have some spare capacity to support development but
is on a constrained site and cannot be easily expanded.
Compatibility
Developing a smaller part of the site would potentially be more suitable for the size of
Bickleigh.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement/area:

Blatchworthy (approx. post code: EX16 9QH)

Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land at Blatchworthy

© Crown copyright and database rights 2011. Ordnance Survey 100022292.
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Parish: Stoodleigh
Site Area: 1ha
Max yield: 40
Min yield: 24
Site description
The site is not located within a settlement, but close to Blatchworthy Farm,
immediately to the north of the A361 to the north west of Tiverton. The site is
currently used as a pastoral agricultural field, which is located within the open
countryside. There is a pair of dwellings adjacent to the site and it is bounded by
trees on all sides.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Under existing policy this site would be defined as being within the open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies in an area of archaeological potential demonstrated
by the presence of prehistoric flint findspots and funerary monuments.
Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of archaeological work
undertaken through the application of a standard worded archaeological condition on
any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are defined by their steeply rolling landform, much of
which is fertile and lush. Development on his site would substantially impact on the
character of the area, as the site is a greenfield in the centre of the open countryside.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Not served by public transport.
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Access to services/facilities
Remote from all services/facilities.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
The site is not located near to any settlement and is next to a noisy road. The site is
in the open countryside and would result in the loss of agricultural land.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
An adequate access is achievable. There is access for vehicles from the link road to
the South West of the site
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance. Area is served by Bampton
School.
Compatibility
Development on this site would not be compatible with the rural character of the
area. There are two dwellings nearby, and the impact of housing in his location could
be mitigated to a degree through screening or by the design and layout of the
development.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
Not stated
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Settlement: Bradninch
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Hele Road
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Parish: Bradninch
Site Area: 0.3ha
Max yield: 15
Min yield: 9
Site description
This site is located on the edge of the settlement of Bradninch; it is immediately
adjacent to the settlement boundary and also has a boundary with the highway.
There is housing to the western side of the site on the opposite side of the road.
Services and shops are located in the village centre which is in close proximity. A
bus stop is positioned adjacent to the site, and there are large trees surrounding the
site. The site is located on a fairly busy road, and the bus stop may need to be
moved from its current position of the development is undertaken.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside settlement boundary, though adjacent to the site’s north east and north west
boundaries.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies in an area of archaeological potential demonstrated
by the presence of prehistoric sites identified through aerial photography.
Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of archaeological work
undertaken through the application of a standard worded archaeological condition on
any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
The Charwell Wetlands Local Nature Reserve/County Wildlife Site lies a short
distance to the north east of the site. There is a mature oak tree in the south east
side of the site, as well as large mature trees along the boundaries.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lower rolling farmed and settled valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are typified by having a gently rolling and strongly
undulating landscape which is intensively farmed. The site is an open field, and
slopes from the north west to the south east. The site can be viewed from some
distance, particularly from the ridge line to the south east. However, the existing
adjoining housing already provides a backdrop of built development and would
provide a level of mitigation should the site be used for housing.
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Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Hourly or greater bus service. Bus shelter and bus stop to the west, adjacent to the
site
Access to services/facilities
Local services/facilities are limited. There is a school and shops close by in the
centre of Bradninch
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues for a small development.
Highway Access
Provided it is located at the north of the site an adequate access is achievable.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
The site is served by footways. There are no cycle links.
Education Infrastructure
The primary school is forecast to have some limited spare capacity to support
housing development. School has limited capacity to expand further.
Compatibility
The site would be compatible for housing, and for medium housing due to the site
currently being a greenfield, on the edge of the village and medium density nature of
adjacent housing.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Cadbury
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Cadbury Church
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Parish: Cadbury
Site Area: 0.5ha
Max yield: 20
Min yield: 12
Site description
This site is located on a steep slope, sloping towards the south/south east. It is
currently vacant agricultural land and not within the Cadbury hamlet. There is a rural
lane passing the site and the boundaries comprise of hedgerows and trees.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Cadbury is not a defined settlement under existing policy and therefore the site
would be classed as being within the open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
In close proximity to Cadbury Castle, a scheduled ancient monument. There is
potential impact on the listed church to the east of the site, as the eastern boundary
is shared with the church, however trees screen the site from the listed building. No
European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies in an area of archaeological potential, adjacent to
the parish church of St Michael and All Angels which dates in part to the 13th
century. The focus of any early settlement is likely to be around the church and as
such any planning application for development here will need to be supported by the
results an appropriate level of archaeological works to allow the significance of the
heritage asset to be understood along with the impact of the development upon it.
English Heritage should also be consulted with regard to any comments they may
have on the impact of the development upon the setting of the Grade I listed church
and the church and the standing cross in the churchyard that is protected as a
Scheduled Monument.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area which is found largely within the locality of the Exe Valley. This
landscape area is typified by its steeply rolling landform which is lush and fertile and
gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of permanent pasture. There is
a potential impact as the site can be viewed from across the valley.
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Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Served by between 1 and 4 buses per day.
Access to services/facilities
Remote from all services/facilities.
Land Status
Greenfield. Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
The site is steeply sloping and the access is from a narrow lane.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues for a small development.
Highway Access
The site lies below the adjacent highway. Considerable works would be required to
achieve an adequate site access.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance.
Compatibility
May need to be low density to reflect surrounding uses.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

No
Before March 2015
No
3-5 years
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Settlement: Cadbury
Site Reference & Name: Site 2, Cadbury Cross
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Parish: Cadbury
Site Area: 1.6ha
Max yield: 64
Min yield: 38
Site description
This site is used for agricultural purposes and is located to the edge of Cadbury
hamlet. It is bounded by the ‘B’ road to Crediton to the northern side and a rural lane
to the west. The land rises steeply to the east, and to the west of the site is a
Scheduled Ancient Monument of Cadbury Castle.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Cadbury is not a defined settlement under existing policy and therefore the site
would be classed as being within the open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
In close proximity to the Cadbury Castle, a scheduled ancient monument. No
European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies in an area of archaeological potential, down slope
from Cadbury Castle – an Iron Age hillfort protected as a Scheduled Monument. Any
planning application for development here will need to be supported by the results an
appropriate level of archaeological works to allow the significance of the heritage
asset to be understood along with the impact of the development upon it. English
Heritage should also be consulted with regard to any comments they may have on
the impact of the development upon the Scheduled Monument.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area which is found largely within the locality of the Exe Valley. This
landscape area is typified by its steeply rolling landform which is lush and fertile and
gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of permanent pasture. The site
is on a high point within the surrounding area and would have a significant impact if
developed.
Minerals Resources
No comments
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Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Served by between 1 and 4 buses per day. There is a community bus.
Access to services/facilities
Remote from all services/facilities. The only service within walking distance is the
Church
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
The site is adjacent to the boundary of a number of listed buildings. There are
topographical challenges and the access to the site would need to be improved.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
An adequate access to the C188 is achievable but would require widening of the
existing carriageway and likely improvements to visibility at the A3072/C188 junction.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance.
Compatibility
The proposed development should be low density to reflect the density of the
existing settlement. It is suggested that not all of the site should be developed,
possible only 4 dwellings in the NW corner.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed?
Landowners estimated development time:

No
Before March 2015
No
3-5 years
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Settlement: Cadeleigh
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land at Cadeleigh
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Parish: Cadeleigh
Site Area: 2.6ha
Max yield: 78
Min yield: 47
Site description
This site is an agricultural field, currently used for arable crops. It is on the edge of
the hamlet of Cadeleigh and is located within a rural setting. The surrounding area is
rolling, undulating area, and the site is higher closer to Cadeleigh. There are no
services or facilities within Cadeleigh apart from a pub. The site is bounded by trees
and hedgerows.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Under existing policy Cadeleigh is not a defined settlement and would therefore be
classed as open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Part of the site is within the Cadeleigh Conservation Area. The eastern end of the
site is in close proximity to the listed St Bartholomew’s Church. No European wildlife
sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies in an area of archaeological potential, within a
landscape containing evidence of prehistoric settlement and in proximity to the
parish church of St Bartholomew in Cadeleigh probably founded in the 12th century
and protected as a Grade I listed Building. Any planning application for development
here will need to be supported by the results an appropriate level of archaeological
works to allow the significance of the heritage asset to be understood along with the
impact of the development upon it. English Heritage should also be consulted with
regard to any comments they may have on the impact of the development upon the
setting of the Grade I listed church.
Impact on Biodiversity
None
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. This character area is defined as being a steeply rolling landform
which is predominantly located within the Exe Valley area and typically has lush and
fertile land which gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of permanent
pasture. The highest point of the site would be highly visible to the surrounding are if
the site was developed, thereby having a particular impact on landscape character.
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Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Less than daily bus service.
Access to services/facilities
Remote from services/facilities; there is one pub, a parish hall and a church.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
Small part of the boundary of the site is adjacent an area of potentially contaminated
land. The access is also poor and the topography of the site is challenging.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
The local highway network consists generally of narrow roads having restrictive
alignments.
Highway Access
An adequate site access is achievable.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance.
Compatibility
The far eastern corner would be the best location for development, of medium
density, in order to make it compatible with the existing uses.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
Not stated by
proposer
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Settlement: Cove
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Rivermead
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Parish: Tiverton
Site Area: 0.7ha
Max yield: 28
Min yield: 17
Site description
The site is a relatively narrow strip of residential garden and agricultural fields
adjoining the main road to Bampton in the small settlement of Cove. The land
alongside the road is level, but slopes steeply down towards the west where the leat
forms the boundary. There are wide views from the site out towards woodland to the
North and West. The site is bounded by high hedges and trees, and is comprised of
three fields. There are remains of a stone aqueduct which is not listed and channels
visible in the most northerly field. The stone aqueduct is reportedly dated back to the
16th Century.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside any settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is located close to the Cove Conservation Area. No European wildlife sites
or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1.The proposed site is above the floodplain to the northwest. The
landowner states that the west part of the site does flood (the River Exe runs to the
west of the site).
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
There are a number of hedges and mature trees which are within and surrounding
the site. There is an impressive 200 year old tree on the eastern boundary by the
house.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site sits at the border of two landscape character areas, with the dividing line
bisecting the site from the south west up through to the north east end. To the
eastern side the area is classed as ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ and is defined
as typically falling within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded sides and
a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. The western part of the
site falls within the ‘Sparsely settled farmed valley floors’ landscape character area.
This area is typified by the presence of rivers or streams and related flat or gently
sloping valley bottoms within the low lying areas of the district. The impact of
developing this site is low as it is surrounded by hedges and trees. The site may be
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visible from the woodland on the ridge of the old quarry to the west, although it is not
obvious if this location is easily accessible. However, the location of the site is within
a wooded rural area in close proximity to the River Exe, which would be greatly
affected if the site was developed, particularly given the very low levels of
development within the local area.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
The site lies on the Tiverton/Bampton bus route.
Access to services/facilities
The site is remote from services the nearest being Tiverton and Bampton.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 4
Constraints to Delivery
Steeply sloping site, presence of flood plain around the River Exe to the west.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
Not a specified consideration for this site
Loss of Employment Land
None relating to the development of this site
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Due to the limited depth of the site it is likely that it would be suitable for frontage
development only.
The site is adjacent to the A396 on the SE side
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
No pedestrian facilities. On-road cycling only (A396).
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance. Area is served by Bampton
School.
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Compatibility
The site is adjacent to an existing house, although it is on the edge of the existing
settlement. The surrounding houses are low density and the character of the area
could be affected by anything other than very low density development.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Exebridge
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land opposite Higher Grants Farm
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 1.7ha
Max yield: 68
Min yield: 41
Site description
The site is located adjoining the south of the small hamlet of Exebridge. The site is
comprised of two agricultural fields currently used for horses. The site gently slopes
up to the south. The site is wooded to the south and generally open to views from
the A396. The borders of the site are surrounded by banks and hedges.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Under existing policy the site is classed as open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
This area typically falls within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded
sides and a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. Locating
housing on this site would be visible from hills to the north, but the woods to the
south would provide some screening of any development. There is some
development opposite the site to the north, but it is largely screened by the hedge.
Housing in this location could detract from the rural nature of the surrounding area.
Minerals Resources
No comments
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Hourly service.
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Access to services/facilities
The site is remote from services/facilities.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Grade 4
Constraints to Delivery
None.

1ha (59% E)
0.7ha (41% W)

Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Achievable with preference to access from the A396.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance. Area is served by Bampton
School.
Compatibility
The site is separated from the main body of the village.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Hele
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land behind Hillside House
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Parish: Cullompton
Site Area: 1.6ha (0.5ha within Mid Devon, 1.1ha within East Devon)
Max yield: 64 (20 for 0.5ha)
Min yield: 38 (12 for 0.5 ha)
Site description
The site comprises of an agricultural field with a water underpass/culvert dissecting it
in half. It is located on the edge of a hamlet, outside of Hele. There are tall screening
vegetation to the east, with the other boundaries comprising of fencing and scrub
planting. The site is adjacent to the M5 to the West and the B3181 to the east. Only
part of the site falls within the Mid Devon district, the remainder being within East
Devon.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Hele is not a defined settlement under existing policy.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site is crossed by the line of Cullompton/Broadclyst parish
boundary. Archaeological mitigation may be required through the application of an
appropriately worded condition to any consent granted for development here.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘Wooded ridges and hilltops’ landscape character area.
These areas are typified by elevated strongly undulating small hills and ridges, and
are characterised by a general lack of buildings with the exception of a few isolated
houses and cottages. However, the site is sandwiched between two major roads,
and is unlikely to cause significant visual impact.
Minerals Resources
No comments.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Near to a bus route with hourly or greater service.
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Access to services/facilities
Remote from all services/facilities. There are no services in close proximity and
would require travel to Bradninch or Cullompton.
Land Status
Greenfield: Grade 4. The agricultural grade for the parcel of land within East Devon
is unknown
Constraints to Delivery
The site is accessed from a fast road, the culvert may be an issue for development
on this site. There will be a large amount of noise from the M5.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
The existing access to the south site from the B3181 is unsuitable for any additional
traffic due to junction proximities on a road subject to a 50 mph speed limit. The
above applies equally to the north site which, in addition, lies considerably below
adjacent road level. The access from Station Road is inadequate and appears to be
in the control of a third party.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance. Area is served by The Duchy
Bradninch School.
Compatibility
There are few residential uses nearby to the site, and therefore any development
would be fairly isolated. There are no pedestrian or cycle links from the site to any
nearby towns or villages and the noise from the motorway may negatively impact on
residential amenity for any houses built on this location.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year minimum
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Settlement: Oakford
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land at Oakford
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Parish: Oakford
Site Area: 0.5ha
Max yield: 20
Min yield: 12
Site description
This lies adjoins the small village of Oakford on its eastern side. The site is an
agricultural field which gently slopes up to the west. The site is bounded by hedges
and mature trees on all side apart with the two dwellings on the western boundary .
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is located on the edge of Oakford, in open countryside (under existing
policy).
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is located within the Oak ford Conservation Area. No European wildlife sites
or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies on the edge of the historic core of Oakford and any
development here has the potential to expose archaeological deposits associated
with the early settlement here. Archaeological mitigation may be required through
the application of an appropriately worded condition to any consent granted for
development here.
Impact on Biodiversity
Protected trees for part of the site frontage with the road along the eastern part of the
site.
Impact on Landscape Character
This sites falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are typified by having a steeply rolling landform, being
a lush and fertile land which gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of
permanent pasture. The impact of development on this site would be low, due to the
screening provided by the hedgerow and trees. Development on the site would only
be visible from three dwellings, two to the west and one to the south.
Minerals Resources
No comments
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Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Less than daily bus service.
Access to services/facilities
Remote from all services/facilities.
Nearest town is Bampton, some 5.5 km distant.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
Large height differential between the road level and site level.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
The local highway network consists of narrow roads having restrictive alignments.
Highway Access
A single, central access would be required in order to achieve adequate visibility.
The field is considerably higher than the road and this would cause problems in
obtaining access.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance. Area is served by Bampton
School.
Compatibility
The site is adjacent to existing housing, though the surrounding land is largely
undeveloped and the village has a rural feel. Any development would need to of a
low density to reflect the adjoining uses.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1-2 years
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Settlement: Shillingford
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land off Bowdens Lane
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Parish: Bampton
Site Area: 1.6ha
Max yield: 64
Min yield: 38
Site description
The site comprises of two large, flat agricultural fields bounded by high hedges and
trees located on the northern boundary of the small village of Shillingford. The fields
are either side of Bowdens Lane, a small road which heads north out of the village.
To the south of both fields are existing houses, whilst to the north of the eastern field
is a playing area.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is within open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. The site
would be visible from the hill ridge to the west, south and north east. The existing
housing would provide some level of mitigation against any landscape impact that
would arise.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Hourly or greater bus service.
Access to services/facilities
The site is remote from all services/facilities.
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There is a play area adjacent to the site, which is currently separated from the
village.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss. There is a play area that adjoins the site to the north.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Adequate accesses are achievable.
Access from Bowdens Lane.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Very limited.
Education Infrastructure
No immediate local school, development will increase the home to school transport
costs as no schools are within a safe walking distance. Area is served by Bampton
School.
Compatibility
The site is adjacent to existing housing.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Silverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Land at Old Butterleigh Road
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Parish: Silverton
Site Area: 1.9ha
Max yield: 76
Min yield: 46
Site description
This site falls on the northern boundary of the village of Silverton and is comprised of
two parts which are bisected by Old Butterleigh Road. The east part of the site is
currently used for agricultural purposes (fallow) and is largely flat . The western part
of the site is used for allotments in the southern part and for horses in the north. The
site gently slopes to the north. Both parts of the site are bounded by high hedgerows
and trees.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is located outside of the existing settlement boundary, but adjacent along
the southern boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is adjacent to the Silverton Conservation Area. No European wildlife sites or
SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1. A river runs to the eastern side of the site, and a small proportion of
the eastern field falls within the flood zones 2 and 3.
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This sites falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are typified by having a steeply rolling landform, being
a lush and fertile land which gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of
permanent pasture. The site is shielded to the west and north by high hedges, but
may be viewed from the east. The site would be visible from the houses adjacent .
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
Silverton has an hourly bus service.
Access to services/facilities
Silverton has a convenience store and butchers. Other services/facilities require
travel.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 2
Grade 3

1.02ha (54% S)
0.88ha (46% N)

Constraints to Delivery
Western part is steeply sloping.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
Loss of allotment land.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
An adequate access to both sites is achievable. The highway would require widening
across the site frontages.
Narrow lane, access gate at south end of site.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Frontage footways would need to be provided.
Education Infrastructure
Silverton Primary is forecast to be at capacity and has limited capacity to expand.
Compatibility
There is housing to the immediate north (of eastern site) and south of both sites.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:

Landowners estimated development time:

Yes (eastern part), no
(western)
Before March 2015
Eastern part under
option, western part no
1 year
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Settlement: Silverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 2, Glebe
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Parish: Silverton
Site Area: 1.08ha
Max yield: 43
Min yield: 26
Site description
The site is on the southern boundary of the village of Silverton and comprises a
largely flat, agricultural field which gently slopes to the south. The site is bounded by
hedges and trees on all sides. It sits within the conservation area, and there is a
small existing access point along the northern boundary of the site.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is outside of the existing settlement boundary but adjacent to the settlement.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is located within the Silverton Conservation Area. No European wildlife sites
or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The proposed development site lies on the edge of the historic
core of the village and in an area where the mid-19th century Tithe Map shows a
concentration of buildings that have largely disappeared by the late 19th century.
Archaeological mitigation may be required through the application of an appropriately
worded condition to any consent granted for development here.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This sites falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are typified by having a steeply rolling landform, being
a lush and fertile land which gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of
permanent pasture. The site is largely flat, but does offer some views to the south,
which will be impacted, although the site will be partly shielded by the hedges and
trees. Views from the north are limited to the buildings immediately adjacent.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
Silverton has an hourly bus service.
Access to services/facilities
Silverton has a convenience store and butchers. Other services/facilities require
travel.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

0.16ha (15% S)
0.03ha (3% S)
0.86ha (81% N)

Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
An adequate access is achievable from the unclassified road fronting the north west
of the site. The unclassified road fronting the north east of the site is subject only to
the national speed limit and the provision of adequate visibility would be likely to be
problematic.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none leading to, or at, this location.
Education Infrastructure
Silverton Primary is forecast to be at capacity and has limited capacity to expand.
Compatibility
Very low density large houses to the north and the site is within the conservation
area, and any new development would need to be of a similar density.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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Settlement: Silverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 3, The Garage
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Parish: Silverton
Site Area: 0.11ha
Max yield: 6
Min yield: 3
Site description
The site is located to the south of the village of Silverton. The site is an industrial
unit currently in use as a garage, adjoining a small number of houses, though is
divorced from the main part of the settlement. The site contains high hedges and
mature trees along the boundary with the road.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is divorced from the existing settlement, and therefore would currently be
classed as open countryside.
Biodiversity and Heritage
Site is within Silverton Conservation Area. No European wildlife sites or SSSI
designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This site falls within the ‘River valley slopes and coombes’ landscape character area.
This area typically falls within the River Exe valley and often has steep, wooded
sides and a strong sense of enclosure within a lush valley landscape. The site is
shielded by high hedges and trees along the lane, and with few opportunities for
views into and out of the site. It is anticipated that the landscape impact would be
minimal.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Silverton has an hourly bus service.
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Access to services/facilities
Silverton has a convenience store and butchers. Other services/facilities require
travel.
Land Status
Brownfield.
Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
There will be a loss of employment land if this site is developed for housing. Planning
permission from 1983 is for storage, parking and maintenance.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
An adequate site access is achievable if located to maximise visibility.
Access from Newcourt Road
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none leading to, or at, this location.
Education Infrastructure
Silverton Primary is forecast to be at capacity and has limited capacity to expand.
Compatibility
Adjacent to existing housing.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

No
2016/17
No
2 years
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Settlement: Silverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 4, Livinghayes Road
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Parish: Silverton
Site Area: 1.04ha
Max yield: 42
Min yield: 25
Site description
The site is located on the north eastern edge of the village of Silverton. The site is a
gently sloping agricultural field, with a flatter gradient along the eastern flank. The
site is bounded by high hedges and trees and is bounded to the east and south east
by a stream. There is existing housing along the south and south western
boundaries.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is located outside of the settlement limit, but adjacent along the south
western and part of the north western boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - No anticipated impact.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This sites falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are typified by having a steeply rolling landform, being
a lush and fertile land which gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of
permanent pasture. The site would be highly visible from the hillside immediately
east, which is adjacent to the site. The high hedges and trees would reduce the
impact of developing the site and provide screening from views in other directions.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Silverton has an hourly bus service.
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Access to services/facilities
Silverton has a convenience store and butchers. Other services/facilities require
travel.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 3
Constraints to Delivery
None.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Original highway authority comment: The site is located on a private road which is
narrow and lacks footways. Assess on to Livinghayes Road, although it is narrow.
Subsequent highway authority comment: This is only adopted up to house 1,
remainder is private road which given the constraints either side is effectively a
single carriageway. No more than 15 linear developments with road widening.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Pedestrian facilities would need to be provided by any development.
Education Infrastructure
Silverton Primary is forecast to be at capacity and has limited capacity to expand.
Compatibility
Residential immediately adjacent to south.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

No
Before March 2015
No
1 year
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Settlement: Silverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 5, Land east of Hederman Close
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Parish: Silverton
Site Area: 1.86ha
Max yield: 74
Min yield: 45
Site description
The site is currently an agricultural field on the east side of Silverton adjacent to an
existing 1980s housing estate on the road to Bradninch. The site is mostly flat but
has a slope adjacent to the main road which rises to the east. A stream flows under
the main road and adjacent to the western boundary of the site. The site is visible
from the wooded ridge to the south east.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
The site is located outside of the settlement, however the western boundary is
adjacent to the settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1. The Heal-eye Stream runs along the western boundary of the site,
and a flood risk assessment would need to be required to determine any potential
impacts of developing the site.
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies within a landscape where there is a concentration
of prehistoric activity. While no sites are recorded within the area under
consideration it is possible that evidence of prehistoric activity may be present here.
Should this area be subject to a planning application for development, the Historic
Environment Team would advise that any such application should be supported by
an appropriate programme of archaeological investigation to allow the
presence/absence and significance of archaeological deposits to be understood
along with the impact of the development upon them. This would be in accordance
with Local and National Policy on planning and the historic environment.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
This sites falls within the ‘Upper farmed and wooded valley slopes’ landscape
character area. These areas are typified by having a steeply rolling landform, being
a lush and fertile land which gives rise to extensive tracts of medium-scale fields of
permanent pasture. The site can be viewed from the wooded hillside to the south
west, but it appears an inaccessible viewpoint. Views to the north are shielded by
elevated fields. The housing along the western boundary is visible from the east and
would provide a level of mitigation.
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Minerals Resources
Not applicable.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Good bus services.
Access to services/facilities
Silverton has a range of services including a school, shop, pub, village hall, post
office and doctor’s surgery.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

0.82ha south east
0.04ha north east
1ha west

Constraints to Delivery
Presence of adjacent stream and slope.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
Suitable junction can be formed.
Highway Access
Need to widen road C811 (road along northern boundary) to point of access/access
and need to provide adequate footway network back to village centre.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Footways required over site frontage and linking to existing.
Education Infrastructure
Primary school will have limited spare capacity to support future development and is
on a constrained site and not easily expanded. Secondary school is at capacity and
will need to be expanded to support increased children in and around area.
Compatibility
No concerns.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed?
Landowners estimated development time:

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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Settlement: Thorverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 1, Thorverton Glebe
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Parish: Thorverton
Site Area: 2.54ha
Max yield: 76
Min yield: 46
Site description
The site is located on the edge of the settlement of Thorverton. It is currently being
used for agricultural purposes and does not contain any landmarks on the site. The
site is located close to the village shops, within walking distance. The boundary of
the site is comprised from hedgerows and trees which screen views to the east.
There are four houses which overlook the site, and a lane is adjacent which leads to
Brampford Speke and Exeter. The site is split through the centre (north to south) by
a lane into Thorverton.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside settlement limit, but adjacent along northern boundary.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies just to the north of a large probably prehistoric
enclosure site. Any planning application for development here will need to be
supported by the results an appropriate level of archaeological works to allow the
significance of the heritage asset to be understood along with the impact of the
development upon it.
Impact on Biodiversity
The site is bounded by hedgerows which can be a haven for wildlife. The current
allotments may also attract a range of wildlife. To the west of the site is a Traditional
Orchard Priority Habitat.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. The site is
partially screened by the topography of the land adjacent to the east, known as
Peter’s Hill. The site has distant views of the site from the west, but this could be
limited through the use of screening. The site itself if fairly level and there would be
limited visual impact on the character of Thorverton.
Minerals Resources
None.
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Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Five or more bus journeys per day. There is a bus stop within 100m of the site
Access to services/facilities
The site is close to a number of services, including a primary school, a shop, public
house and a church.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 1
Constraints to Delivery
The current access into the site is poor and would need to be improved and would
result in the potential loss of hedgerow.
Source Protection Zone
Part of the site (south eastern) is within Zone 3 Source Protection Zone.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
Original highway authority comment: Site 1 west has a limited highway frontage to
the C23 which at this location is subject only to the national speed limit. An adequate
site access cannot be achieved without a lowering of the speed limit. Site 1 east can
be accessed from both the C23 and School Lane. The latter is not favoured due to
the lack of pedestrian facilities. Adequate access from the C23 is achievable if the
access is placed at the north end of the site. The C23 would require widening over
the site frontage.
Subsequent highway authority comment: Would require road widening and footway
link to existing to serve site but access can be achieved. Surrounding network is
narrow and would limit both sides to shared surface cul-de-sacs of 25 dwellings each
subject to the highway improvements and widening.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
Links would need to be provided.
There is no footpath from the site towards Thorverton village centre for 100m.
Education Infrastructure
Primary is forecast to be at capacity and very limited capacity to expand.
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Compatibility
The site is adjacent to a modern estate to the north of Thorverton, and, if of a
medium density would be a compatible use for the site.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Partly. Yes (eastern
part), no (western)
Before March 2015
(western part)
No
1 year
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Settlement: Thorverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 2, Land off Jericho Street
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Parish: Thorverton
Site Area: 0.24ha
Max yield: 12
Min yield: 7
Site description
This site is located on the edge of the settlement of Thorverton with existing housing
to the west and south of the site. The boundaries consist of hedgerows and trees,
with significant trees located along the northern boundary. The site slopes down from
the north east to the south west and is located within walking distance to the school
and bus stop in the village centre.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside of settlement limit, but adjacent to settlement. The access is within the
settlement limit.
Biodiversity and Heritage
The site is within the Thorverton Conservation Area and development would have
potentially negative impacts on the listed buildings. No European wildlife sites or
SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - The site lies on the edge of the historic core of the village and
development here may impact upon archaeological and artefactual deposits
associated with the early settlement here. Archaeological mitigation in the form of a
programme of archaeological work undertaken through the application of a standard
worded archaeological condition on any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. There will
be some impact on the surrounding landscape, though the adjacent housing will
provide a level of mitigation.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
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Access to Public Transport
Five or more bus journeys per day. There is a bus stop located in the centre of the
village.
Access to services/facilities
The site is located near a school and public house within the village and there is a
Church, Village Hall, shop and bus stop also located within the village centre.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 2
Constraints to Delivery
The site has poor access due to the limited visibility and narrow width of access onto
Jericho Street, which is narrow itself. There would need to be significant
improvements to the access but this would be difficult to provide. There are listed
buildings to the south of the site, with a shared boundary. The access way is not
owned by the site owner; however they hold a vehicle right of way.
Source Protection Zone
Not applicable.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
The existing access has severely limited visibility to the south west and is considered
unsuitable for additional traffic.
The access way is not owned by the current landowner, who instead has a vehicle
right of way over the adjacent land.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
None at this location.
Education Infrastructure
Primary is forecast to be at capacity and very limited capacity to expand.
Compatibility
Some development on this site would be compatible but it would need to be low
density to reflect the existing surrounding dwellings. Development on the more
northerly part of the site would be more compatible to reduce the impact on the listed
buildings.
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Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
Not stated by
proposer
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Settlement: Thorverton
Site Reference & Name: Site 3, The Orchard
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Parish: Thorverton
Site Area: 0.12ha
Max yield: 6
Min yield: 4
Site description
The site is located on the edge of the settlement boundary of Thorverton and is
currently used as an orchard. There is a cobb boundary wall along the north edge,
with hedgerows to the northwest and south west.
Site Suitability
Stage A
Strategic Policy
Outside existing settlement limit, north east boundary of site adjacent to settlement.
Biodiversity and Heritage
No European wildlife sites or SSSI designations.
Flood Risk
Flood zone 1
Stage B
Impact on Historic, Cultural and Built Environment
DCC Archaeology - This site lies in an area of archaeological potential, on the edge
of the historic core of the village and in landscape where prehistoric activity is
recorded. Archaeological mitigation in the form of a programme of archaeological
work undertaken through the application of a standard worded archaeological
condition on any consent granted may be required.
Impact on Biodiversity
No designations.
Impact on Landscape Character
The site falls within the ‘Lowland plains’ landscape character area and is typified as
being an open, low lying flat landscape which is agriculturally prosperous. However,
any impact would be limited as the site is contained.
Minerals Resources
None.
Air Quality
No issues.
Access to Public Transport
Five or more bus journeys per day. There is a bus stop located in the village centre.
Access to services/facilities
Thorverton has very limited services/facilities.
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There is a school very close and a shop located in the village centre.
Land Status
Greenfield Grade 1
Constraints to Delivery
There is currently no access to the site, and development of two storeys may cut out
the light to the properties in the north.
Source Protection Zone
None.
Open Space and Recreation
No loss.
Loss of Employment Land
No loss.
Infrastructure Capacity
No issues.
Highway Access
The site has insufficient highway frontage to provide an adequate access.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links
There are none at this location.
Education Infrastructure
Primary is forecast to be at capacity and very limited capacity to expand.
Compatibility
The site is fairly compatible, it should comprise of low density to reflect the
surrounding dwellings.
Site Availability
Is the site immediately available for development?
Soonest date available (if currently unavailable):
Is it currently being marketed:
Landowners estimated development time:

Yes
N/a
No
1 year
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